
Bomber jacket & Overall 

 

Glider Pilot patch: to be sewn in the middle of the right sleeve, two fingers below the shoulder seem. 

Prom patch: to be sewn in the middle of the left sleeve, two fingers below the shoulder seem. 

Name tag: to be sewn on the left chest. 

RBAC crest: to be sewn on the right chest. 

 Tip: sew the patches without Velcro on the jacket. Applying Velcro on the jacket instead of sewing is allowed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is strongly recommended to sew Velcro on the places where the patches need to be displayed. This will allow easier 

removal of patches during washing and when applying the patches on the “clean” overall. One overall needs to be 

clean at all times (with standard patches and without markings) for possible (V)VIP visits during activities. 

  

GLIDER PILOT 

 

RBAC CREST 

 

PROM PATCH 

NAME TAG 

 



Uniform 

1. Police hat 
The police hat needs to be fitted with the metallic wings as displayed below. The front-part of the hat is the side with 

the buttons. The wings need to be attached on the left side of the hat, level with the air vents. 

  Tip: the metal braces on the back of the wings are fragile! It is 

recommended to put one brace through one of the hat’s air 

vents, and pierce a tiny hole with a sharp pair of scissors to allow 

the other brace to come through the hat fabric. The braces are 

not separated enough to make both go through both holes at 

once. 

 
Should the wings break while applying them on the hat, a new pair can be obtained via the RBAC’s webshop. 

2. Sweater 

 

Wings, handed over by the General during the Wings Parade, need to be sewn on the left chest of the sweater. 

RBAC Bows, need to be sewn in the middle of the left and right sleeve, two fingers below the shoulder seem. 

 Only the embroided wings are to be applied on the sweater. The metal wings which can be purchased on the 

RBAC webshop can however be displayed on the blue shirt. Note: the Wings may only be worn after the official 

wings parade! 

 Warning: the embroided wings are the official RBAC wings. They can only be handed over once, are strictly 

personal and cannot be replaced. It is therefore strongly recommended to sew them as soon as possible. 

 The shirt’s sleeves need to be turned over, once, to the outside. 

3. Shirt/trousers/skirt 
The RBAC ranks need to be visible at all times. When removing the sweater, the ranks need to be displayed on the 

shirt. To avoid unnecessary movements, we recommend to purchase a second pair on the RBAC webshop. 

The trousers and skirts need to be sewn over at the bottom. Skirts need to cover the knees. 

WINGS 

(embroided) 

RBAC Bows 

 


